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BUMPED OFF ON BOURBON 
STREET…MURDER AT FAT TUESDAY’S 
PUB.  (8-14 Guests Electronic Version) 
Copyright Pending © 2009 Mymysteryparty.com All rights reserved. Worldwide copyright 
laws and conventions protect all mymysteryparty.com printed materials. This document may 
not be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, 
including photocopying, emailing, recording, scanning or by any information storage and 
retrieval system without express written consent from Mymysteryparty.com. The buyer has 
purchased this as a single use game and is hereby entitled to use these materials for one 
event only in a private setting.  Multi-Use/ Commercial licenses shall be purchased from 
mymysteryparty.com by the buyer in the event this game is intended to be utilized for 
multiple events in private, commercial and / or public settings.  If you host this party for profit, 

you must have a commercial license or you may be subject to legal consequences.  We monitor the web on a daily basis.  
DISCLAIMER: Because we have no control over the application and production of this game, Mymysteryparty.com cannot guarantee results and will not 
be responsible for any personal injury, death and/or loss to participants. No use of this production other than the stated entertainment use is implied or 
intended. Such use is the sole responsibility of the user. The subject matter contained here is fiction and is intended purely for entertainment. The names 
and actions carried out by the characters are not intended to represent or imply the behavior of any person, living or dead.  Any likenesses to real 
persons or events are purely coincidental. 
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SYNOPSIS  
Every New Orleans native knows that Fat Tuesday’s Pub on Bourbon Street hosts the premier 
Mardi Gras celebration during Carnival season.  Fat Tuesday’s Pub is always the place to be - 

where the city’s finest flock to be part of electrifying bashes! 
This year will be no different, as VIP tickets sold out at least six months in advance. The who’s 
who of New Orleans are set to arrive on scene in their most festive attire and party the night 

away with juicy gossip, fun food, and hilarious party games.  
Rumors have it that many folks on the guest list have it out for each other and plan to settle the 
score on this night. However, the management of the pub promises to keep the excitement high 

enough to avoid all drama. 
You have your ticket. This is where your story begins. 

FIRST TIME HOSTS: watch our instructional videos on how to plan and how to host at 
www.mymysteryparty.com/videos We walk you through step by step! 

http://www.mymysteryparty.com/videos
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LIST OF CHARACTERS - FOR THE HOST’S EYES ONLY 
CHARACTER CHARACTER BIO 

SUGGESTED 
ATTIRE 

 

HELOISE AUCOIN 
 

Marathon Runner 
 

REQUIRED 
Female 

Heloise Aucoin is the ultra-energetic marathon runner from 
California.  Chronically homesick for Cajun culture, Heloise 
treks across country to her home town of New Orleans for 

Mardi Gras every year.  Heloise has aggressive mannerisms, 
so most of her childhood friends and family can only take 

being around her in small doses. 

Athletic attire.  An 
optional number 

taped to the back of 
the shirt/jacket.   

 

LEON NAQUIN 
 

Bourbon Street Chef, 
Balatoire’s Restaurant 

 
REQUIRED 

Male 

Leon Naquin is the executive chef at the famous Bourbon 
Street restaurant, Balatoire’s.  Leon is excessively tidy and 

has the cleanest kitchen in town!  Many people in town have 
issues with Leon, as he’s not the easiest person to get along 

with. 

Chef costume. 
Optional spatula and 

napkin as props.   

 

BERNADETTE DE LA 
FOSSE 

 
Bourbon Street Performer 

 
REQUIRED 

Female 

Strolling down Bourbon Street, there’s no doubt that you’ll run 
into the smooth sounds of Bernadette De La Fosse.  A long-
time street performer on Bourbon Street, Bernadette is a very 

outgoing lady.  With dreams of becoming a famous 
comedienne, she performs her standup comedy routine for 

anyone with an extra minute. 

Soft, free flowing 
gypsy-style attire.  

Optional guitar (real 
or fake) as a prop.  

ZENOBIA LEBLANC 
 

Leader of the ‘Pink 
Cajuns Motorcycle Club’ 

 
REQUIRED 

Female 

Zenobia LeBlanc is a rebellious heiress who – out of boredom 
- decided to become a cross-country biker.  Nevertheless, 
don’t let first impressions about Zenobia bother you, as this 
fearless leader of the Pink Cajuns Motorcycle Club is known 

for her perfect etiquette and literary proficiency.   

Biker attire (leather 
jacket / pants, biker 
gloves, fake tattoos 
(or real if you have 

‘em).  

 

JEAN-BAPTISTE 
DOUCET 

 
High School Football 

Referee 
 

REQUIRED 
Male 

Jean-Baptiste Doucet is an infamous high school referee in 
good ole’ New Orleans.  Jean-Baptiste has made more than 
his share of enemies on the field and in the stands.  It’s no 
secret that Jean-Baptiste is half-blind and deaf and easily 

distracted. Why this man chose to be a referee – nobody will 
ever know!   

Referee uniform. 
Optional whistle as a 
prop.  Thick, ‘coke-

bottle’ glasses and a 
hearing aid as fake 

optional 
accessories.   

 

ACADIA LAFLEUR  
 

High School 
Cheerleading Coach 

 
REQUIRED 

Female 

Acadia La Fleur is the spunky high school cheerleading coach.  
With a voice that carries over two blocks away, she’s not one 
who can sneak up on anybody!  Acadia is an ultra-feminine 
drama queen, so get some tissues ready for this emotional 

diva! 

Warm up suit.  
Optional whistle as a 

prop.   
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JACQUES 
BERGERON 

 
S.W.A.T. Team, New 

Orleans Police 
Department 

 
REQUIRED 

Male 

Jacques Bergeron was recently promoted to the New Orleans 
S.W.A.T. team and is taking his new position quite seriously.  
He trusts nobody and believes chaos will ensue at any given 

moment – and he is more than ready for it.   
Jacques needs to learn to relax!   

Police uniform.  Toy 
gun(s) as optional 

props.   

  

CLOVIS CHATELAIN  
 

Bourbon Street Jazz 
Musician 

 
REQUIRED 

Male 
 

Clovis Chatelain is a friendly jazz musician.  A lover of music 
and people, Clovis hits Bourbon Street at 5 AM to entertain 

the early risers!  The gossip mill has it that he’s hiding a sordid 
past and has fabricated a story about his past.  Either way, 

he’s a talented performer. 

Casual but trendy 
attire.  Optional jazz 
instrument (real or 

fake) as a prop.  

OPHELIA BOURQUE 
 

Professional Bowler 
 

Optional Female 

Ophelia Bourque is the professional bowler who lives her life 
as though it’s the 1950s.  From her conservative attire to the 

golden-oldies slang she spews, she’s set in her ways.  
Ophelia is constantly celebrating and gets excited at the hint 
of good news.  She also loves to dance if she hears music so 

get ready to cut a rug with her if you’re in arms reach! 

1950’s attire and / or 
a 1950’s style 

bowling outfit.  Hair 
done in a 1950’s up-

do.  

BERTRAND BUJEAU 
 

Martial Artist, Bourbon 
Street Dojo 

 
Optional Male 

 

Tons of young ones from around the city travel to the Bourbon 
Street Dojo to take martial arts lessons from the modern day 
ninja - Sensei Bertrand Bujeau.  From a mixed Japanese and 

Cajun heritage, Bertrand is all about culture!  He’s quiet in 
social gatherings and prefers to stand back in the shadows, as 
his extensive martial arts training makes him highly sensitive 

to his surroundings.   

Martial artist 
costume.   

 

BEAUREGARD 
FAUCHE 

 
Opera Singer, New 

Orleans Opera House  
 

Optional Male 

The egotistical Beauregard Fauche is the star opera singer at 
the New Orleans Opera House.  Beauregard loves to chat 
about how wonderful he is and never misses a view of his 
reflection on reflective surfaces.  If you can look beyond 

Beauregard Fauche’s superficial layers, there’s actually a 
decent, caring person in there somewhere.   

Black and white 
tuxedo (or suit) or a 

traditional opera 
costume.   

MAGNOLIA 
THIBODEAUX 

 
Hostess, Café Beignet  

 
Optional Female 

 

If you dine at Café Beignet during Magnolia Thibodeaux’s shift 
– you had better not be in a hurry!  Magnolia’s in no rush to do 
anything while she’s at work. She dislikes her job because of 

her preference to be around animals over people.  Even 
worse, if her co-workers make the mistake of confiding in her – 

it will be only seconds before their secret’s out.   
Magnolia has no conscience.   

Casual 
hostess/waitress 

attire.   

 

ALPHONSE DUGAS 
 

Blackjack Dealer,  
Harrold’s Casino  

 
Optional Male 

*This character can be 
expanded with up to 15  
Alphonse’s colleagues 
(fellow casino dealers). 

 

Alphonse Dugas is the lively blackjack dealer from Harrold’s 
Casino in New Orleans.  Only half of what comes out of his 
mouth is the truth and he even lies when the truth is better!  

His closest friends also always grumble about how he cheats 
at board games. If he is that deceitful with his best pals…who 
knows what goes on at the gaming table?  Alphonse also has 
a gambling habit and has accrued a huge debt with bookies in 
town.  This might be why he is never seen without his buddies 

from the casino.   

Shirt and tie with a 
dealer visor.  

Optional nametag as 
a prop.  
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BELLE ARCENAUX 
 

Housewife and Nosy 
Neighbor 

 
Optional Female 

*This character can be 
expanded to up to 15 

additional Belle’s 
friends from the 
neighborhood.  

Belle Arcenaux is the catty housewife who meddles in 
everyone’s business in the French Quarter.  A rich source of 

gossip, Belle keeps the drama swirling among the 
neighborhood wives.  The saying ‘keep your enemies close’ 
explains why Belle has a flock of her ‘friends’ with her at all 
time.  They all realize if they’re with Belle, they won’t be the 

subject of any malicious tittle-tattle!   

Housedress, rollers 
in hair (optional but 

funny) and a 
notepad as an 
optional prop. 
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Get ready for a smashing party with your purchase of the Bumped Off on Bourbon Street game from 
mymysteryparty.com!  This party is an entertaining and comical mystery where the players act the roles of 
hilarious Mardi Gras themed personalities while sleuthing the intriguing story line. This is an excellent choice 
for your next get together during Mardi Gras season! 
 
During the party, your job as the host is to ensure that the envelopes are given to the guests at the appropriate 
times and most of all – that you and your guests are having a blast!  Make sure to read these host instructions 
for each round prior to the party to ensure that you have everything in place for the big day! Please note - the 
host instructions for each round do not disclose who the murderer or the victim is.  
SO WHODUNIT? We do not disclose whodunit in the host instructions in case you wish to play along. Please 
have someone prepare your round two and three cards so you don’t view them. The victim is disclosed in the 
round two cards and the murderer is revealed in the round three cards.  Also, do not view the solution key at 
the end of this file if you wish to keep the surprise.  We provide a solution key in case there are end of the night 
questions as to why a certain player is or isn’t guilty.  You may not even need it.  
PREPARE YOUR KIT: You will need to print and prepare your kit prior to the party. Cut out the clue cards for 
each round and slip them into labeled envelopes. It is best to color code your envelopes so you can easily 
determine which round they are in (also, label them with the round on the outside with the character name).  
Another way to prepare the clue cards is to scroll them and write the character name and round on the outside 
and secure with a ribbon.  Both methods are shown in our how to host video on our home page. We’ll assume 
you prepare the kit with envelopes for purposes of the instructions. 
OPTIONAL PROPS: We also offer mystery props on the My Mystery Party site in the Prop Emporium including 
crime scene barrier tape, crime scene balloons, Bic mystery investigation pens, white face makeup for the 
victim, victim t-shirts, victim’s halo, etc. These are all optional but are fun enhancements to your night/day of 
mystery. 
You can also set up a mock crime scene after the victim is revealed by using the evidence marker cards, crime 
scene tape and body silhouette mat – these are all optional and setting up a crime scene is entirely optional 
and should not be used to sleuth the crime. You can just do it for a fun effect and photo opportunity and for this 
reason – you can do it at anytime, anywhere in your party space.  It may make the most sense to set it up once 
the victim is revealed, however.  
During the party, your job as the host is to ensure that the envelopes are given to the guests at the appropriate 
times and most of all—you and your guests are having a blast!  

FULL INSTRUCTIONS IN THE 
PURCHASED GAME 

  

http://www.mymysteryparty.com/props
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OPTIONAL PRE-GAME TASKS: these optional pre-game task cards are to be delivered to each guest before the 
party or give them to the guests as they arrive.  You can also download the file for the party game tickets along 
with this download. These tickets are optional and only used as a fun effect. You also have the guest pregame 
site at YourMysteryParty.com/bourbonstreet.  All pre-game materials are optional and do not alter the mystery 
and are intended to enhance the pre-game build up for the event. These tasks are not vital to solving the 
mystery and omission of them does not alter the mystery in any way. However, you’ll find that your guests will 
be more prepared for game play if they are exposed to the mystery video trailer, synopsis and character lists in 
advance.  
ROUND ONE: Deliver these clues as your guests arrive. You can serve appetizers and cocktails for adults. 
ROUND TWO: Deliver these clues while you serve dinner (optional) to your guests. 
SOLUTION ROUND THREE: Deliver these clues with coffee/hot cocoa and dessert (again, it’s optional to serve 
dessert) 
 

Note: you do NOT have to serve dinner/dessert, this is only suggested and the instructions tell you ‘when’ to 
serve it and what to do around the time you serve it. You can simply skip both without a problem and just serve 
snacks/appetizers the entire time.  However, please don’t have a party without offering some type of food—
even if it’s just snacks. 

For further questions, check out our FAQ web page at http://mymysteryparty.com/how-to-host-faq/  
If your question is not listed in our FAQ, contact us at the email address below. 

Questions: support@mymysteryparty.com 
 

INVITING GUESTS: Before the party, encourage your guests to view the Your Mystery Party — 
http://yourmysteryparty.com/bourbonstreet website and use the free printable My Mystery Party invitations as 
they have the character descriptions included. This way, before the party, they can get familiar with the other 
characters that will be at the party, watch the game trailer, and more! There are also hidden/subtle hints about 
characters throughout the page so those guests who choose to be ‘super sleuths’ can spend some time 
studying the Your Mystery Party site prior to the party. The free, downloadable invitations are located on the 
item page where you first purchased this game at http://mymysteryparty.com/bumped-off-on-bourbon-street-
murder-mystery-party/ . Scroll to the middle of the page and click on the link that says ‘free, downloadable 
invitation’ to download the pdf file in the helpful links section. First, save to your hard drive. Reopen with the 
most current version of Adobe Reader (or you may face issues). Fill in your information in the text fields and 
either print or save to your hard drive. You can email these invites to your guests to save paper costs. You will 
need to enter your information in the text field and save one on your hard drive for each player, changing the 
character to be played on each invitation. Alternatively, either email this link or use any eVite site and simply 
include the link to the Your Mystery Party guest invite site at http://yourmysteryparty.com/bourbonstreet. There 
are no spoilers on this page for your guests.  Note: if you add the expansion pack, you’ll need to use the 
appropriate pregame guest site for your guests. This new site link is given on the expansion pack page and on 
the invite that includes the expansion pack players.  

FULL INSTRUCTIONS IN THE 
PURCHASED GAME 

 
 

http://mymysteryparty.com/how-to-host-faq/
mailto:support@mymysteryparty.com
http://yourmysteryparty.com/bourbonstreet
http://mymysteryparty.com/bumped-off-on-bourbon-street-murder-mystery-party/
http://mymysteryparty.com/bumped-off-on-bourbon-street-murder-mystery-party/
http://yourmysteryparty.com/bourbonstreet
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DÉCOR: Create a fun Mardi Gras atmosphere with gold, green and purple balloons and streamers.  Also, take 
a look at our Pinterest Page (MyMysteryParty) for some DIY options. 
 
GUEST ARRIVAL: Appetizers can be served (optional-cocktails for legal-aged adults). The guests’ instructions 
and the character descriptions (suspect list) should be available for the guests to review. Formally go over the 
instructions once everyone arrives.  
Keep the round cards handy as you’ll be passing them out at the correct times to progress the game. As an 
alternative, creatively display the clue-containing envelopes on a table for the guests to locate their own 
character names but don’t allow them to take clue cards from future rounds! Don’t forget to take both individual 
pictures of your guests and a group picture once everyone arrives - they’ll all want copies of these! A great 
party souvenir is to print these pictures during the party on photo paper and slip into creatively designed 
frames (you can make them out of cardboard or purchase actual frames).  
 
BONUS ACTIVITIES: at any time during your party, you can insert a bonus activity (see bonus activity 
instructions for more details). You can play before, during or after any round. The key to keeping the mystery 
momentum is to tell the guests to remain in their character at all times. Breaking character will disrupt the flow 
of the mystery game’s story line, so it is very important. Bonus activities provide a temporary distraction and 
keep the energy level high and excitement flowing. Even if you think your guests aren’t the party game types, 
you should at least try to play one—you’ll be surprised how much they get into it and have a blast.  
 

FULL INSTRUCTIONS IN THE 
PURCHASED GAME 

 
 

https://www.pinterest.com/mymysteryparty/murder-at-the-mardi-gras-masquerade-ball-murder-my/
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FULL INSTRUCTIONS IN THE 
PURCHASED GAME 
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OPTIONAL ACCUSATIONS: after you collect the mystery investigation sheets, allow the guests to one-by-
one accuse who they believe the murderer is and how they did it. Instruct them to also tell the group their 
guess of the murderer’s motive. If you are having an awards ceremony using the awards certificates available 
on the My Mystery Party site in the mystery props section, you can use this round as the final decision maker 
on the best actor/actress award.  

FULL INSTRUCTIONS IN THE 
PURCHASED GAME 
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7:00 PM: Guests arrive, have their pictures made and enjoy appetizers.  Have the guest instructions, and a 

character list available for the guests to view. 

 7:10 PM: The host goes over the instructions for the mystery game.  It is optional to have each character 

stand up and introduce themselves to the group.  You can play the game trailer video for an introduction.   

7:20 PM: The Round One envelopes are handed out.  The guests mingle and discuss the clues on their clue 

cards.  Motives for murder will start to unfold during this round. 

7:50 PM: An optional bonus game is played.  

8:05 PM: Dinner is served.  (Dinner is optional – appetizers / snacks can be served throughout the party instead of 

serving a formal dinner.)  The New Orleans Movie Challenge is played at this time &/or during dinner. 

8:45 PM: Round Two envelopes are handed out, and the guests mingle about with their pre-murder clues.  

9:05 PM The host reads the results of the movie challenge and the victim, using this as a secret cue, 

becomes the victim. The investigation of the crime begins. *If the movie challenge is skipped, the host will need to 

cue the victim when it is time to become the victim. The mystery investigation sheets & a writing utensil are handed 

out, and the guests reveal their post-murder clues and investigate the crime.   

9:15 PM: The forensic report is revealed.  The guests review it and finalize their best guess of whodunit. 

9:20 PM The investigation sheets (guesses of whodunit) are turned in to the host, and the host allows the 

guests to one at a time accuse who they believe did it. 

9:30 PM: Dessert and coffee (both optional) are served and the Round Three envelopes are handed out to the 

guests. The guests sit in a circle and one-by-one, the solutions are revealed by each suspect and the murderer 

confesses at the end.   

9:50 PM: Allow time for the guests to mingle at the end to discuss the mystery.  If you only had the required 

players read their solutions, use this time for your guests to mingle & share their solutions to the mystery. You 

can use this time to get ready for the awards ceremony (optional). 

10:00 PM: Now it would be time for an optional awards ceremony &/or even a bonus game!   
*Please note: if you want to shorten the mystery party, omit the bonus games, don’t stop for dinner and simply serve 
appetizers/snacks throughout, omit the accusation round &/or the awards ceremony.  If you wish to extend the length of the 
party, simply add more bonus games!  
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RECIPES ARE INCLUDED IN 
THE PURCHASED GAME 
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For 100 more party games and more party advice, recipes, themes, etiquette 
and more, purchase the official party host handbook by Dr. Bonnie and 

the official Halloween host handbook 

   
 Now available at my mystery party’s prop emporium, barnes & noble and 
amazon.com as well as other online book retailers.  
 

NEW ORLEANS MOVIE CHALLENGE 
_________________________________________________________________________ 

 
MARDI GRAS MASK CHALLENGE 

 
THE BOISTEROUS BALLOON BATTLE 

 
FAT TUESDAY’S PUB RAP CONTEST 

 
HOW DO YOU DO? HEY, I KNOW YOU!  OR DO I? 

. 
SO YOU THINK YOU CAN DANCE CONTEST 

 
Money challenge 

 
Mardi gras trivia challenge 

 

FULL INSTRUCTIONS IN THE 
PURCHASED GAME 

Note: the bonus games may differ between the 
instant download version and boxed set 

 

http://www.amazon.com/The-Official-Party-Host-Handbook/dp/1456586165
http://www.amazon.com/The-Official-Party-Host-Handbook/dp/1456586165
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You’ve been assigned a character and you’ve come to the party dressed in the most fabulous 
costume and have been told to play your role.  So now what?   
 
The mystery is separated into three rounds.  During the party, you will be handed an envelope 
that contains the clues necessary for your character for the round.  The clues for all of the 
required characters provide everything that you need to solve the mystery.  However, during 
the investigation segment of the game, you will need to ask the right questions and pay close 
attention to everyone’s clues to be able to get the whole picture of what has happened.  
 

FULL INSTRUCTIONS IN THE 
PURCHASED GAME 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
From this point forward, you are to remain in character until the mystery is solved.  If you are 
playing a ‘green alien from Mars’, then that is who you are until the end!  Undoubtedly, your 
host has cast you into a character that you are comfortable playing.  Some characters are 
designed to be played more reserved than other characters that should be played more 
boisterous.  Feel free to play your role however you feel comfortable.  Embellish your 
character’s personality if you would like. However, if you are feeling more reserved tonight, 
you can opt to allow the other characters to approach you or you can simply listen in on 
others’ conversations to get your information.   

 

OPTIONAL PRE-GAME TASKS- The following tasks are optional and exclusion of them does 
not alter the mystery in any way.  However, it does lead to pre-game build up and excitement!  Input your guests’ 
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information below.  Print the game and cut out the task strips and slip them into envelopes and send about 1 
week prior to the party.  Be sure to fill in your guests’ preferred contact information on the task slips so they will 
be able to contact each other.  The usual method of contact is via email.   

CHARACTER B 
OPTIONAL - for some pre-party fun, you can 
contact the following guests in the week leading 
up to the party: 
 
Contact the guest playing Character S and tell 
him you heard he bought a ticket for the Mardi 
Gras party at Fat Tuesdays Pub.  If he can afford 
an expensive ticket, he should be able to afford to 
pay you back what he owes you.  
  (Contact info:___________________________________) 
 
Contact the guest playing Character H and tell 
him you heard about what happened at the 
Opera House the other night.  You can’t believe 
someone would be so classless.  The Opera 
House needs better security - or maybe 
Beauregard needs a bodyguard. 
 (Contact info:__________________________________) 
 

Each player will have 
a pre-game task card 

in the purchased 
game.  

 Names removed to 
prevent spoilers, but do 
not read if you wish to 

keep the mystery a 
surprise 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ROUND ONE CLUES start on the following page – cut out, slip into 
envelopes and label with the appropriate round and character   
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Character S ROUND ONE 
CLUES TO REVEAL DURING THIS ROUND 

 Tell Character U you know how she feels – you owe 
the same bookies in town over 25,000 dollars and 
they’ve threatened to send their ‘boys’ over to make 
you ‘swim with the fishes’ if you didn’t pay them in 48 
hours.  It’s been 47 hours, so you’re certain they’re on 
their way here to the party.   

 Confide in a few people about how Character T told the 
pit boss at Harrold’s Casino that you are a notorious 
cheater and compulsive liar and they should keep their 
eye on you.   

 Ask Character G if it is true that Character L refused to 
seat her at his restaurant because she was wearing 
biker attire.  You find that ridiculous if it is true. 

PERSONAL CLUES TO CONCEAL 
 You are lying about owing bookies in town.  You find 

that it makes you look tough and it gives you something 
to talk to people about.   

 You vowed to get revenge on Character P.  Your job is 
in jeopardy because you are not an honest blackjack 
dealer and they are watching you very closely.  You 
can’t help but cheat – you can’t stand to lose!  If you 
lost your job at the casino –you’d never get another job 
as a dealer again and that’s all you’ve ever known!  
 

Each player will have 
a round one card in 
the purchased game.  
 Names removed to 
prevent spoilers, but 
do not read if you wish 
to keep the mystery a 
surprise 
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ROUND TWO CLUES –  cut out, slip into labeled envelopes.  

Each player will have 
a round two card in 
the purchased game.  
Names removed to 
prevent spoilers, but 
do not read if you wish 
to keep the mystery a 
surprise  

character d - ROUND TWO 
 PRE-MURDER CLUES:  

 Tell Character S that your cousin’s friend’s 2nd grade 
teacher’s neighbor told you that about three years ago, 
his nephew from out of town accepted 100.00 bucks 
from Character H in to sneak a chopped up rat in the 
gumbo that he ordered from Balatoire’s Restaurant.  
You’ll do your part to tell the owners of the restaurant 
what happened so he can get his job back.  The gumbo 
hasn’t been the same at Balatoire’s since he was fired!  

 Tell Character S you demand he stops influencing your 
husband (Arnold) and the other husbands in the French 
Quarter to go to the Cajun Snake Bar and watch silly 
sports reruns until the wee hours of the night.  These 
are ‘family men’ and need to be with their families! 

 Speak to everyone. See if you can get any juicy gossip.   
POST-MURDER CLUES: 

 You’ve left the party room several times tonight – you 
are always making sure you’re not missing anything!  
Too bad you missed the murder while it was occurring 
– that would have been a great story to tell!    

 You saw Character C with the murder weapon earlier.   
 The victim told Character B something and then left the 

party area.  You have to find out what they said – it 
might be a key piece of evidence.  
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Investigator:  
 

SUSPECT MOTIVE EVIDENCE 
   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

 

WHODUNIT_______________________________________________________ 
MOTIVE _________________________________________________________ 
HOW DID THEY DO IT 
___________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
 

Each player will have a 
mystery investigation sheet in 

the purchased game.  
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ROUND THREE SOLUTION CARDS- cut out these clues and slip into labeled envelopes and 
seal them.  Hand these out to the guests to begin round three.  

character L 
 

SOLUTION ROUND THREE 
 

READ WHEN YOU ARE TOLD IT IS YOUR 
TURN.  

 
Say the following to the group:   
I ADMIT IT!  I’m a big cheater and a compulsive 
liar.  Whatever.  So what!  I’m not a murderer, 
though.  Character N tried to get me fired from 
my job for no apparent reason other than to be a 
poo-poo platter jerk!  He told the pit bosses at my 
casino that I shouldn’t be trusted.  Maybe he was 
right, but what right did he have to do that?  I’m 
glad he is gone!  And that is not a lie for once! 

 
THE FOLLOWING CHARACTERS ARE TO READ THEIR 

SOLUTION TO THE GROUP IN ANY ORDER - ONCE THESE 
CHARACTERS HAVE READ THEIR SOLUTIONS, Character V 

WILL READ HIS SOLUTION TO THE GROUP: 
Character A, Character B, Character D, Character M 

Each player will have 
a round three card in 
the purchased game.  
 Names removed to 

prevent spoilers, but do 
not read if you wish to 

keep the mystery a 
surprise 
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NAME TAGS 

Heloise Aucoin 
 

 

 
 Each player will 

have a name tag in the 
purchased game 
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The purchased game has a solution key 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Do not read if 
you want to 

keep the 
mystery a 
surprise! 

Do not read if 
you want to 

keep the 
mystery a 
surprise! 
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This page does not need to be printed with the kit – it is additional information. 

For more information about your game:  
• Head over to the Your Mystery Party guest invite site at http://yourmysteryparty.com/bourbonstreet *if 

you are playing with an expansion pack, you will go to the page that includes your expansion pack 
players at http://yourmysteryparty.com/bourbon 

•  Pinterest page: https://www.pinterest.com/mymysteryparty 

• Social media posts: #BourbonStreetMystery #MardiGrasMurder #MyMysteryParty – no spoilers, 
please! That includes any mention of who the victim/murderer are! This includes no mention of who the 
victim &/or murderer are. You don’t want to spoil the fun for other guests!  

• YouTube Game Trailer is located on the game page and Your Mystery Party page.  

Love the game? try out the young adult murder Fiona frost mystery series by the author – dr. 
bon blossman! All books available at online retailers, However, if you purchase from our 
website, Use coupon code FF15BB for a 15% discount on copies!  
SPECIAL: A LIMITED TIME QUADRILOGY SET OF VOLUME’S 1-4 WILL BE OFFERED THIS SEASON – 
GREAT GIFT FOR THE TEEN / YOUNG ADULT ON YOUR LIST!  

         
 

http://mymysteryparty.com/fiona  
 

We hope you have a fabulous time at your party. If you have a fun time, please share your 
success story and pics on our Facebook Page (My Mystery Party) and we will be glad to show 

you our appreciation with a loyalty coupon code for your next party! 
  
 

For more party games, themes, etiquette, and more -  check out the Official Party Host Handbook and 
the Official Halloween Party Host Handbook: 

     
Books available on the My Mystery Party site as well as any online book retailers. 

http://yourmysteryparty.com/bourbonstreet
https://www.pinterest.com/mymysteryparty/murder-at-the-mardi-gras-masquerade-ball-murder-my/
http://www.mymysteryparty.com/aupu.html
http://mymysteryparty.com/fiona
https://www.facebook.com/MyMysteryParty?ref=hl
http://www.amazon.com/Dr.-Bon-Blossman/e/B005J4U1BU
http://www.amazon.com/Dr.-Bon-Blossman/e/B005J4U1BU
http://www.amazon.com/Dr.-Bon-Blossman/e/B005J4U1BU
https://www.amazon.com/Official-Party-Host-Handbook/dp/1456586165/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1467763115&sr=8-1&keywords=official+party+host+handbook
https://www.amazon.com/Halloween-Party-Host-Handbook/dp/0996524894/ref=sr_1_sc_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1467763174&sr=8-1-spell&keywords=hallloween+party+host+handbook

